ZEuS for lecturers

Overview

Login

https://zeus.uni-konstanz.de | firstname.lastname | university password

“Course organisation“ – your teaching activities at a glance

Go to the “Course organisation” tab to access the functions that are especially relevant to you as a lecturer.

Depending on your role, you can:

– view the courses you are responsible for and/or teach
– view a lecturer plan (i.e. a class schedule for lecturers)

In our wiki (see below), you can find an overview of additional functions sorted by teaching role.

Depending on your role, you will have access to a specific set of tasks. The role you are assigned is decided by your department / organisational unit.

The wiki - your guide to ZEuS

– https://zeus-wiki.uni-konstanz.de/ → Course coordinators
– Login: please use your university account to log in

The Campus Management team (KIM)